ABSTRACT Reactive infiltration instability (RII) drives the development of many natural and engineered flow systems. These are encountered e.g. in hydraulic fracturing, geologic carbon storage and well stimulation in enhanced oil recovery. The surface area of the rocks changes as the pore structure evolves. We combined a reactor network model with grey scale tomography to seek the morphological interpretation for differences among geometric, reactive and apparent surface areas of dissolving natural porous materials. The approach allowed us to delineate the experimentally convoluted variables and study independently the effects of initial geometry and macroscopic flowrate. Simulations based on North Sea chalk microstructure showed that geometric surface not only serves as the interface for water-rock interactions but also represents the regional transport heterogeneities that can be amplified indefinitely by dissolutive percolation. Hence, RII leads to channelization of the solid matrix, which results in fluid focusing and an increase in geometric surface area. Fluid focusing reduces the reactive surface area and the residence time of reactants, both of which amplify the differences in question, i.e. they are self-supporting. Our results also suggested that the growing and merging of microchannels near the fluid entrance leads to the macroscopic "fast initial dissolution" of chemically homogeneous materials.
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INTRODUCTION
Reactive infiltration instability (RII) is the geometric instability of a propagating reaction front induced by a positive coupling between the regional permeability of a porous medium and the chemical affinity of reactions that modify the solid volume. 1 This instability amplifies regional heterogeneities in the transport and reactive properties of porous media and drives the morphological evolution of various flow systems (e.g., Figure S1 ). 2, 3 An improved understanding of how these pressure driven geochemical systems evolve is particularly important for several research scenarios of energy and environmental concern. For example, in geologic carbon storage (GCS), reservoir structures change near the injection wells in response to elevated regional pressure, acidified brine and as a consequence mineral dissolution and reprecipitation occurs. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] Small defects in caprocks can also be amplified by RII, leading to the failure of sealing structures. 11, 12 In hydraulic fracturing 13 and well stimulation in enhanced oil recovery (EOR), 14 infiltration instability is introduced deliberately to induce morphological changes in the reservoir.
Quantitative analysis of RII-dominated geochemical systems is still in its infancy. The challenges are threefold. First, the evolution of such systems can be triggered by very small regional features, 15, 16 and thus high precision characterization of the initial geometry is needed. 17, 18 Second, the many inherently coupled processes in a natural RII system are virtually impossible to delineate experimentally. 19 For example, solution chemistry and operational conditions presumably affect the structural evolution of natural porous materials during water-rock interactions. However, each percolation experiment would destroy a sample, and no two natural samples have the identical internal structure and chemical heterogeneity. One thus cannot start with the same initial condition and vary the solution chemistry alone to see its effects. Such investigation can be done through numerical simulations, [20] [21] [22] [23] but the latter itself embodies the third difficulty. Quantitative study of RII requires a mathematical scheme that predicts the morphological development unambiguously, so the simulation can be compared directly with experimental observations. However,
tackling free boundary problems of partial differential equations -a conventional way of handling fluid flow in a morphing confinement -usually requires formidable computational power. 22, 24 Moreover, much regional heterogeneity recorded by structural characterisation techniques is removed by image segmentation before topological data are imported into a numerical simulation. [25] [26] [27] For example, lumping voxels of similar grey levels into one phase removes immediately the spatial variations in material density that is reflected by intensity differences among voxels. This reduction of information has demonstrated differing effects depending on the rock textures. 28 Such over-simplification of initial geometry may lead to significant uncertainties if RII is to govern the morphology development.
Among the many geochemistry problems that could benefit from a dynamic insight into the RII-induced microstructure development, most fascinating is the discrepancy between geometric and reactive surface areas of geological materials. 21, 29 The geometric surface reflects the amplitude and frequency of the spatial variations of material density 30 whereas the reactive surface is the geometric surface on which heterogeneous chemical reactions are taking place at a given instant. 31 The poor match of the two has been considered a main cause of the long lasting "enigma" of geochemistry: the laboratory-field rate discrepancy. 32 This apparent discrepancy in rate measurement undermines the scientific justifications behind numerous quantitative models of earth sciences. 21 Plausible explanations fall into three categories. First, phase contacting: Discrepancies arise when parts of geometric surface are not in contact with fluid. This may occur when the pressure field does not allow the complete rinse of solid surface, 33 or when some internal pore structures are physically isolated from interactions with the environment. 34 Second, uneven distribution of fluid reactivity: Here we present a reactor network model built on grey scale tomographic characterisations of porous media. The microstructure of natural chalk was used as the model geometry because of chalk reservoir's importance in drinking water safety, EOR and GCS in Scandinavia. [41] [42] [43] The model was designed to quantify emergent phenomena in porous media and allowed the delineation of influences from experimentally convoluted factors. We studied the effects of microstructural evolution on surface areas defined in three representative ways:
geometric, reactive and apparent. The simulations revealed morphological changes as the pore-scale origins of various macroscopic behaviours of porous media, including surface area discrepancies, macroscopic flowrate dependences and the fast initial dissolution of minerals. 44 6 The data were reconstructed from 1999 radiographs (360̊ rotation, 0.5 s exposure) at 100 nm voxel resolution using the holotomography reconstruction method and processed as described in Bruns et al. 46, 47 The advantage in using a reactor network to compute chemical conversions was that it only requires the mixing state and a reaction rate law as input, and thus circumvents the need for tracking specific momentum and mass transfer mechanisms. This convenience trades in precision -given the kinetics knowledge, the network model produced the upper and the lower bounds of chemical conversion (corresponding to  = 1 and 0). Although it was necessary to introduce this artificial parameter (mixing factor ) to specify sub-voxel mixing states, the value of  did not affect the qualitative nature of the microstructural evolution. A detailed discussion of sub-voxel mixing effects is beyond the scope of this manuscript and will be presented separately. The  value was set to 0.5 in all simulations in this study to ensure the presence of both mixing mechanisms. The porosity of each voxel was then updated according to the chemical conversions in its constituent reactors.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The pressure field was evaluated as the current distribution in the resistor network ( Figure   S3 ). We assumed that pressure only dropped in the PFRs and that it obeys Darcy's law
where q represents the normalized volumetric flow rate,  the viscosity of the reactive fluid 51 The performance equations of PFR and CSTR were given by
and
where C 0 and C represent normalized inlet and outlet reactant concentrations. The subscript i indexes the number of CSTR inlets according to the pressure field. Da is the first order
Damköhler number 36 in which the regional geometric surface area is computed based on a summation of porosity differences over the 6 neighbor pairs of a voxel:
A pseudo steady state of fluid distribution was assumed before the porosities of voxels were updated according to chemical conversions. 20 This assumption is justifiable when the chemical reactions in question are much slower than the establishment of the flow field. 20 The porosity change was then calculated as 
We also calculated the apparent surface area (
]) of a dissolving structure based on the instantaneous macroscopic mass balancing
where N is the number of voxels and ∆ the change of the average porosity of the simulation domain over a time step. Note that Equation 8 has very often been used (improperly) to calculate reactive surface area.
The difference between the geometric and the reactive surface areas is demonstrated in Figure 1 . The evolution of SA geo also depends on the macroscopic flowrate (Figure 4a ). Higher flowrates lead to a higher maximum SA geo and a wider plateau. This dependency suggests that the structural morphing is controlled by access of reactive fluid to the geometric surface area.
For example, Figure 5 shows the comparisons of geometric surface (SA geo ), reactive surface and SA rxn , which will be amplified as dissolution progresses and channeling becomes more dramatic (Figure 5b) . Meanwhile, the maximum of SA rxn signifies that the flow path(s) favored by the majority of fluid has been determined globally. Beyond this point the microstructural evolution is dominated by the expansion of these flow path(s). In Figure 5 , for example, the shapes of the developing major flow paths are best visualized by the distribution of fluid reactivity C.
The evolution of SA rxn shows strong flowrate dependence (Figure 4b ) for two reasons. First, a greater amount of reactant injection initiates the development of more pores in parallel, thus a faster increase of SA geo , which can be fully utilized for dissolution before major channel forms. Second, channeling a lesser stream (a smaller volumetric flowrate) required a smaller conduit. This difference in the responses to the material removal can be clearly seen in Figure 5 , where given an increase of 0.15 in the macroscopic porosity () the smaller stream
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(Q = 0.1) was "narrower" distributed (q/Q) and reached out farther towards the outlet. The SA rxn then decreased rapidly because the majority of reactant bypassed the solid material upstream through the small conduit. The discrepancy between the geometric and the reactive surface areas thus depended on macroscopic flowrate, with a smaller Q leading to a greater discrepancy. It is noteworthy that this discrepancy did not show high sensitivity to the initial geometry of a chemically homogeneous system in this study (Figure 2b ).
Surface area has also been defined based on macroscopic chemical conversion ( Equation 9). Practically, this conversion can be obtained from a comparison between the composition of solutions at the inlet and outlet, 9 or from the rate of solid material disappearence. 53, 54 Such defined surface areas have frequently been considered as reactive surface area. In this study we refer to this definition as the apparent surface area (SA app ) and show that in porous media exhibiting infiltration instability, SA app and SA rxn may show significantly different dynamics. Figure 2a shows the evolution of SA app for different initial geometries. In contrast to SA geo and SA rxn , SA app does not include any geometric information in its definition (i.e., it does not require the spatial variation of  as an input). It decreased monotonically, and its evolution can be roughly divided into three stages. The first stage was a rapid drop of SA app . This drop is usually referred to as the "fast initial dissolution" of rocks. 44 Fast initial dissolution has been observed in both percolation systems (e.g., core flooding or column experiments) 55 and stirred systems (batch or continuous flow experiments). 40 This "abnormality" of mineral dissolution has been attributed to two reasons. 56 First, a higher reactive surface area preexists and depletes rapidly as dissolution begins. Second, the geometric surface area can be more reactive initially because of the mechanical truncation of chemical bonds (e.g., through grinding). However, our results were obtained from chemically homogeneous materials (all surfaces were equally reactive) whose geometric surface areas were initially increasing (instead of depleting), and thus ruled out both explanations. focusing can "gather" reactants into bigger flow channels, shortening the residence time and "drags" its mean leftwards. As a result, the rapid decrease of SA app reflects the progress of fluid focusing, and its rate is proportional to the number of developing microchannels ( Figure   6a ). In our simulations, the number of simultaneously developing pores was maximized at the beginning of a percolation, and quickly dropped before entering the plateau stage of SA geo .
This dynamics suggested that the decrease of SA app should have occurred with the initial merging of upstream pores during which the reactive surface area (SA rxn ) actually increased.
Furthermore, the rate of decrease was lowered after the merge to reflect the growth of the predominant channel(s) towards the fluid outlet. A second inflexion may appear to signify the channel breakthrough, after which the evolution of SA app was governed by the expanding of the major flow channel. The dissolution patterns during the three stages of SA app evolution are summarized in Figure S5 .
The effects of macroscopic flowrate (Q) on SA app were manifold. Given the same microstructure, a greater Q shifts the RTD leftwards without changing its shape (Figure 6b ).
This shift reduces chemical conversion per fluid volume and decreases SA app . However, as discussed above, larger Q also brings more reactant into the system, effectively increasing the wide spread of reaction front (Figure 5b ). Because SA app is calculated assuming implicitly that the whole volume of a porous medium is dissolving (e.g., in Equation 9 the conversion is normalized to the full domain with 1.08M voxels instead of the voxels containing the active flow paths only), this increase in reactant consumption increases the macroscopic chemical conversion. The dependence of dissolution rate on reactant concentration further complicates the effect of Q. Greater Q reduces conversion and increases the dissolution rate on average because the fluid is farther away from equilibrium. In contrast, a small and more focused stream gets equilibrated quickly without reaching out for more geometric surface area. In Figure 6b ,  sat denotes the residence time a fluid element needed to achieve "virtually" complete conversion (a complete conversion indicates equilibrium. With the first order kinetics scheme used in this study, the reactive fluid can approach equilibrium indefinitely but can never reach equilibrium). The relative position of an RTD to  sat affects the macroscopic conversion (and thus SA app ) significantly because only the fluid with a residence time to the left of  sat can use all geometric surfaces in contact before leaving the medium.
Overall, the effect of fluid reactivity (the amount of reactant input) was dominant and SA app scaled roughly with Q. It is worth mentioning that very often the difference between SA app and SA geo is referred to as the "discrepancy between reactive and geometric surface area". 21 Figure 4c shows that this difference (SA app and SA geo ) is even more pronounced than the real difference between the two surface areas (SA rxn and SA geo ) because of the opposite initial trends (SA geo increased with decreasing SA app ).
In summary, the simulations suggested that differences among geometric, reactive and apparent surface areas were amplified in a pressure driven process with dissolving minerals.
These differences scaled inversely with the macroscopic flowrate. Morphological analysis showed that the channelization of the pore structure and the subsequent focusing of reactive fluid were the main reasons for the observed discrepancies, and may trigger a fast initial dissolution even if the material is chemically homogeneous. We hope this study can be part , is concavity free and thus avoided the need to quantify EOM beyond the resolution limit (sub-voxel mixing). Figure S4 shows the comprehensive design of the reactor network model where the quantification of both RTD and EOM are necessary on the resolvable and unresolvable structures. In this scheme, Segregated Flow Model (SFM) and Maximum Mixedness Model (MMM) as well as a few other microscopic isothermal mass transfer models can be used to quantify mixing within each voxel.
Dimensional Analysis
Dimensional analysis (DA) was carried out to minimize the number of parameters in the mathematical scheme. DA is a practice of systematically lumping parameters together by redefining the base units of physical quantities. This is allowed because the selection of units does not affect the physical laws governing system evolution. In our simulation, three dimensionless groups may affect the system dynamics: 
Hence, the governing equations reduced to 
